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BEALETON, Va. — Standing next to a grass airstrip in this town southwest of Washington, D.C., a defense
contractor keys a supply request into a small tablet computer and hits send.

Within seconds, a Huey helicopter lifts off from a field a couple miles away and heads toward the airstrip. It has
a pilot onboard, but he’s following instructions from a computer that will replace him in the next phase of
testing.

“The aircraft was making its own decisions,” pilot Jason Jewell said after the 30-year-old helicopter landed.

The demonstration is the latest development in an ambitious effort by the Marine Corps to use unmanned
aircraft to resupply troops in the field. This demonstration, conducted by Aurora Flight Sciences Corp., tests what the military calls a “pilot in a box.”

It will allow Marines to convert manned helicopters, including Vietnam-era Hueys, into remote-controlled aircraft that can deliver supplies to dangerous
places without putting pilots in harms way.

The Marines also are looking into small drones that can transport supplies similar to Amazon’s efforts with small packages. The drones can navigate
narrow city blocks to deliver ammunition or water to an infantry squad engaged in combat.

If successful, the systems would not only reduce the risk to pilots, but also allow the Marines to get supplies to troops in the field instead of piling them on
a beach or elsewhere behind the front lines.

Marines go to war today with more equipment than any time in history. An average infantry battalion has about 8,400 pieces of equipment, up from 3,200
15 years ago. The weight each Marine carries in battle averages roughly 100 pounds, more than three times what a Marine carried in World War II.

“Infantry battalions have gotten a lot bigger and heavier,” said Lt. Gen. Michael Dana, the corps’ deputy commandant for installations and logistics.

The extra weight has made the Marines more lethal and increased their ability to protect troops on the battlefield.

Lyle Chamberlain, chief engineer and co-founder of Near Earth Autonomy, left, and Dennis Baker, officer for the Naval Research program, right, describe the program
called the Autonomous Aerial Cargo Utility System (AACUS) installed on a Bell UH-1H helicopter at an airfield in Bealeton, Va. (Photo: Jack Gruber, USA TODAY)

But the need for all the equipment makes supply lines vulnerable and slows the mobility of Marines, an expeditionary force that likes to travel light.
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Their experience in Iraq and Afghanistan drove home the need to streamline logistics support: Troops were distributed across vast areas, and threats
from roadside bombs made supply lines vulnerable.

The Marines already have made headway in using pilotless aircraft. In Afghanistan they used an unmanned helicopter, called a K-MAX, to deliver
supplies to remote outposts.

The program demonstrated at this small airfield is part of a $70 million contract with Aurora Flight Sciences.

The pilot is a metal box weighing about 150 pounds that is bolted into the Huey helicopter. Sensors mounted onto the nose of the aircraft scan for
obstacles. The computer steers the helicopter away from power lines and other hazards.

Military commanders say the technology will allow them to send multiple unmanned aircraft into a battlefield to deliver supplies. If the enemy shoots down
some of them, others will make it to the destination and no lives will be lost.

To avoid "that mountain of steel on the beach," Dana said, the Marine Corps wants to build a system where sensors in vehicles and other
equipment determine when a part is needed and transmit the information to a headquarters, which delivers the replacement. A system like that will avoid
having to stockpile a lot of parts during an operation.

Drones are only part of the solution. Marines are also evaluating 3D printing to create parts and deliver them closer to the front.

The technology will allow the Marines to reduce the number of troops in logistical support, freeing up more for combat, said Loren Thompson, a military
analyst at the Lexington Institute. “You don’t want to assign war fighters to things that could be assigned to unmanned technology,” Thompson said.

Read more:
Drone industry concerned about Trump regulation reduction

(http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2017/01/31/drone-regulation-reduction-
trump/97291728/)

 
Drone strikes killed one civilian in 2016, Obama administration says

(http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/01/19/drone-strikes-killed-
just-one-civilian-2016-obama-administration-says/96810780/)
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